List of zombies for the host
Expansion pack #1
5 unique players, all optional and either gender. Characters
may be played in any combination with the optional players
from the main game.
Each player below is expandable in a team of 15+ players.
ZOMBIE NAME

ZOMBIE DESCRIPTION

COSTUME
SUGGESTIONS

arg

Arg is the detached pumpkin patch farmer in Zombie Town. Arg is
void of emotion and speaks with callous words. Arg’s never
laughed at a joke or cracked a smile at a song. This decomposing
fiend doesn’t get along with other zombies!
This character can be expanded by adding more members of the
farmer team. Download the file that says The Farmers and make
copies for each player on the team.

Tattered clothing (i.e.
overalls). Zombie
makeup. A messy wig
as an optional prop.
Optional to have mini
pumpkins and a fake
shovel/rake with you as
props.

Bugsy is the frugal and inquisitive manager of the Corpsicana
Casino of Zombie Town. A self-proclaimed genius, this wicked
zombie will keep you entertained with an over-the-top sense of
humor and snort-filled laughter.
This character can be expanded by adding more members of the
casino staff. You’ll need to download the file that says Casino
Staff and make copies for each player on the team.

Tattered clothing.
Zombie makeup. A
messy wig with a police
hat and toy gun /baton as
optional props.

zombie town
pumpkin patch
farmer
Optional

BUGSY

Zombie Town
Casino
Manager
Optional

COTOUR

Zombie Town
clothing
Designer
Optional

HYDE

Unemployed
Optional

Cotour designs all of the fashionable zombie attire in the boutique
for the undead called The Gauze Shed. Cotour is an
untrustworthy gossip who spouts unverified rumors around town
with a high-pitched, whiny voice. Cotour tries to predict the future
for clients, and as far as the predictions being correct…only the
future will tell.
This character can be expanded by adding more members of the
design team. You’ll need to download the file that says Fashion
Team and make copies for each player on the team.
If you’re looking for an elusive, mysterious, and unpredictable
zombie – you need to find Hyde. Interesting enough, this
unemployed zombie lives in the forest behind the cemetery with
many unemployed friends. They’re known for randomly doing
impersonations of the animals in the forest! Hyde is the weakest
zombie in town, and devious is Hyde’s middle name!
This character can be expanded by adding Hyde’s friends. You’ll
need to download the file that says The Unemployed and make
copies for each player on the team.
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Tattered clothing.
Zombie makeup. A
messy wig as an optional
prop. Optional to have
an assortment of keys to
properties around town
as a prop.

Extremely tattered
clothing with leaves,
branches as optional
props (you live in the
forest). Zombie makeup.
A messy wig as an
optional prop.

JACE MYERS

Serial Killer
Optional

Jace Myers lives in the shadows of Zombie Town with many
fellow serial killers. Jace had big dreams of becoming an
American pop idol before catching the H5N1 virus three weeks
ago. Jace’s friends were set to be the backup singers and
dancers but also contracted the undeadly virus. Now, Jace is a
zombie without a purpose who envies the living. Jace is
attempting to assimilate into zombie life but is finding it difficult. A
killer without a victim is a ticking time bomb!
This character can be expanded by adding more serial killers.
You’ll need to download the file that says Serial Killers and make
copies for each player on the team.

Zombie makeup. A
messy wig as an optional
prop. Optional to have a
hockey mask and a fake
knife/sword as props.

HOW TO HOST A LARGE PARTY WITH THIS GAME:
16 unique player roles from the main game (purchased separately)
Up to 15 players on a team with Storie as ZZTV News Crew (main game)
Up to 15 players on a team with Colonel Pow as the Zombie Town Military (main game)
Up to 15 players on a team with Numb as rock stars, members of The Departed (main
game)
5 unique player roles from expansion pack #1 (purchased separately)
Up to 15 players on a team with Arg as Pumpkin Patch Farmers (expansion pack #1)
Up to 15 players on a team with Bugsy as Casino Staff (expansion pack #1)
Up to 15 players on a team with Cotour as Cotour’s Design Team (expansion pack #1)
Up to 15 players on a team with Hyde as unemployed zombies (expansion pack #1)
Up to 15 players on a team with Jace Myers as serial killer zombies (expansion pack #1)
Therefore, you have 21 unique player roles and up to 120+ additional players on
expandable teams.
From our FAQ:
Expandable Teams: Some games may have expandable players. This is denoted in the
description, the product details and the character list. This means a specified player(s)
is designed to have an optional team with them during the game. It's as if you were
invited to a party and decided to bring along your friends/colleagues. What would you
speak to the other guests about if you attended a party with your friend? You'd have the
mutual acquaintance in common, so that's what you'd talk about! In other words, if the
character is a magician, they can have a team of up to ~15-20 magician's assistants
with them. The assistants' cards will have the information/clues of their lead player and
that is what they use to play with in the game. The expandable players all have
duplicate cards but are in the game just like everybody else otherwise. This is a great
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way to host large events and still give everyone a role in the game. If you are hosting a
party for 100-200 people, you would not want 100-200 story lines to sift through once
the mystery occurs. That's a nightmare. This enables you to grow your guest list
without adding chaos to your game.
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